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Iype- 11 mabrices



A clique in (d) is a flat dod

matrix
.
We used then to construct

homomorphisms. There is an interesting

generalization.



18 W is an man madrix over t with

no zero entries , we define the dyd

Was by
(t(i) : Wij

We call it the Schur inverse of W.



An xm matrix W over I is a

type-1 mabric if WW - nJ . So if

W is a typeI mabrix , it is invertible and

W(5= nW
W I

(4

1Examples w,
... Wn wi

wi

cas (iii) i



(b) 11 w= 1 &W 1,

NIIl
) For any non-zero complex number o

:, l1IE!
- to



Any flat unibary mabrix is a scaled)

type matrix: In fact there is a stronger
claim,

Theorem for
any complex non matrix W, the

following are equivalent :

cas W is typet <b) with W is mitary

IWij jo



Note
: any Hadamard matrix is typeII

We can also get flat unitary matrices from

continuous quantum walks. Recall that, starting

from a state O
,
we have local uniform mixing at

time o if UDUFA has constant diagonal
We are interested in the case where the initial

state is a verty state Da = ea. Then



UCU( = UI (UAE)
*

and the diagonal is constant ifa only if

unle is flat , i .e ., the accolumn of UA) is flat.

We have uniferm mixing at time t is UCH itself

is flat. There is uniform mixing on the

a cube at time 4.



Operations & Equivalence



If W is type, so is W. The Kronecker

product of type matrices is type

Assume D, & D
,
are invertible diagonal matrices of

order nxn and let P., P
,

be non permutation matrices

1 W is nxn and W
-
= O
,

P
,
W
,

D
.
P
,

then W & We

are equivabut type mabrices. Nol : in general,

W and w are not equivalent.



The Krenecker product WW of two type-I

matrices is type



Two algebras



Led W be a type I mabrix of order non.

Define

Wilj : We! (We; 1 ! i, jan

and define the Nomura algebra NW of W 60 be

the set of non madnies for which each rector Will

is an eigenvector- Note that N = Nw



If MENU then (M) is the nxn matrix

such that "mabrix of eigenvales
of M

MW = (M);; Wils



Lemma Assume W is invertible and Sehur-invertible.

Then W is abype-1 mabrix if and only if

JENW .

Thus it W is typeI, then NW contains

Span [I- T3.



Example Let o be a primitivenoth rest of unity

and letUn be the non Vandermonde matrix

↑Unli; plicse

S !.... I
↳6

Then V" = V = V*



Further VI and so U is a flat

unitary matrix. We have

(j) [disno
It follows that the Nomura algebra of Un is the

algebra of non circulants.



Let u, be a primitive (2n>-th need of unity and

define the matrix W by b
&

S ↓W
..

=
list n(ij = pizzij1

I / -

show that WoV are equivalent and have the

same Nomura algebra . Show thatW loes in its

Nomura algebra.



Lemma If W is typeI , then NW is commutative.

Proof
. Since is invertible

,
its columns We

; silyn)

are linearly independent. 18 O
,
is the diagonal

matrix with (0,in (Welli, then O, is invertible

and the vectors D, We - Wil are linearly

independent. So, relative to the basic Wili (> 1, . -in)

all madrices in Nu are diagonal, 8



It follows that if MNENW ·

then

(MN) = (M10(N).

So (w) is a schorclosed algebra . We note

that() = 9 &(5) - I . We will see

that SNw) is closed under matrix multiplication.



We define some idempotents .

Assume W is non

typeI and define , for each is j:

Yij = nWi /

This is a rank-l mabrix . you may verify

that
Jaiaj

= SijYasi

and

a =
.



Lemma If MoNy then

M = (M)
:
Y
, i

Proof

&
WMy = MW /) al WillS As)

= D(M)
a,) Ya

,j

and summing this ever ; yields the claim .
5



The next result is critical .

Theorem If ME Nw then

&w(M) (2)alb = nMab(W)all

Hense (M)EN and Dw(w(M = MEN w

Corollary &W and DW are invertible.




